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PRODUCT TEXT

ASTERIA MOVE

Asteria Move is a portable table lamp free of any cords, adding 
an extra focus to the design and making it easy to move around 
so the light is where it is needed. 
 
The lamp has a built-in custom LED light with a soft white diffuser 
that ensures a glare-free light. The sleek design in aluminium 
and the brass stem going through the lamp offers a tight and 
sophisticated expression, making Asteria Move a timeless lamp 
that you will cherish for years to come.
 
Asteria Move has three light intensity levels that can be adjusted 
by pushing the button of the lamp base. The battery lifetime is up 
to 35 hours and it can easily be charge it by placing it on top of 
any Qi charging unit, like the Unifier from the UMAGE lighting 
accessory collection or with the included USB cable. 
 
Asteria Move is available in nine different colours, and the small 
size and portable design makes it the perfect illumination for all 
places and occasions.

UMAGE is a Danish word meaning ‘making an effort’, and that’s 
what we want to do every day. UMAGE is where beautiful Danish 
design meets affordability, high-quality materials and a genuine 

care for the environment. Nature is the fundamental inspiration for 
all the designs at UMAGE, and you’ll notice nature’s presence in the 
shapes, colours, materials and sometimes even in the functionality 
of the furniture and lighting.

Find more info on our website umage.com

PRODUCT FACTS

Name Asteria Move™, portable lamp

Designer Søren Ravn Christensen 

Material Steel, aluminium and PMMA. LED panel built-in

Light info Portable lamp with built-in lithium-Ion battery.                                                    
Dimmable                                                        
Light step 1: Lighting hours 35, 3000 k, 5lm, >80 ra 
Light step 2: Lighting hours 15, 3000 k, 22lm, >80 ra 
Light step 3: Lighting hours 6, 3000 k, 60lm, >80 ra

Size Ø: 20 cm x H: 30.6 cm 

Colours Nuance rose, nuance orange, nuance olive, nuance 
mist, pearl white, anthracite grey, forest green, ruby 
red, black

RRP 199 EUR, 179 GBP, 1499 DKK, 2099 SEK  
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